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To Bill Barber, this is the story of a simple ordinary person. It is not known why, Bill first came to these places and found
himself having to paint a picture in the open air. He then learned that there were two environments in which an artist would
use his brushes and paints. Drawing on the coast and the inner world of the island. In such a situation, isn't it better to start
with one and end with another? One day, Bill and Sharon found themselves in a house where everything is perfect, from the
living room to the kitchen. Homes that are nice to be in. But the architects planned the space in such a way that there was
nothing between the stove and the table. And every time Bobby had to walk and stand next to him, he had to do it in an
awkward place. Bill could easily stand still and not strain. I like every person and interior in a different way. Each of them is
beautiful in its own way. I'm not talking about the house or design. I mean the inner world. Something that makes a home a
home. In my opinion, the house should be harmony, tranquility, relaxation. If all this is there, then the house becomes a
house. When this is not there, then it is not a house, but a hotel. There are so many things in the world that decorate the
house, make it perfect, admirable, making you want to be in this place again and again. But if there is nothing in it, if your
house is empty and gray, there is no pleasure in it, there is nothing to grab hold of, then it cannot be a house. Everything
needs to be balanced. I believe that there are two approaches to interior design and to the use of objects. You can start with
furniture, and then you can go in other directions. This means that if desired, you can change the internal and external space.
That is, when you first buy furniture, and then enlarge the living room, it is, in fact, the same thing. Or vice versa. When a
person lives alone, if he eventually has a family, then they buy furniture that they like first of all, and only then think about
whether additional furniture is needed in the house. Thus, furniture is easier. It used to be easier to buy furniture. Now
everyone has gone their own way. Question: You travel a lot. What places do you prefer? Bill: Indeed, in my entire life I
have visited more than 70 countries, but I would still prefer to stay at home and draw. I would never want to go somewhere
where there is no sun and where nobody wants to (laughs). I would rather stay in my house
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